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Could it soon be 
game over for the 
Fortnite craze?
PARIS: It is a question that millions of
parents want answered: will the wildly
popular online survival battle game
Fortnite soon lose its grip on the atten-
tion of their school-age children? Much
of the video game industry is also won-
dering whether the Fortnite balloon has
popped, or is simply leaking air, after the
first disappointing revenue data since
the game’s release last year, with experts
saying its publisher Epic Games needs to
put these doubts to rest if it is to suc-
ceed in its expansion plans.

Fortnite’s popularity took off last year
after the release of a free “battle royale”
version that lets up to 100 players vie to
be the last character standing on ever-
shrinking terrain. Dropped onto the bat-
tlefield with nothing, players have to
scrounge for weapons as the fight for
survival begins. Although the game is
free, Epic Games had been successful in
getting players to pay for goodies, which
is its main revenue stream. As of July the
game had brought in more than a $1 bil-
lion in revenue.

But that data also gave analysts cause
for concern that the Fortnite juggernaut
may have tripped: revenue edged only 2
percent higher in July from the previous
month. It was a lacklustre response to the
recently launched paid “battle pass” that
offered players new equipment and out-
fits for avatars, raising questions about
how much longer Epic Games can keep

players shelling out money for what are
essentially cosmetic changes to the game.

“Epic Games has made a lot of mis-
takes which could knock them from their
peak, players could get tired if the game
doesn’t evolve and there is too much
cosmetic” change, said Frederic Gau,
president of Gozulting consulting firm. 

Epic Games has also bet on eSports
to reinforce the popularity of Fortnite,
investing nearly $100 million in such
video game competitions. “One hundred
million dollars of cash prizes seems a lot
but prizes for each competition are not
that” large, said Andrew Kitson, head of
telecoms, media and technology industry
research at Fitch Solutions.

China ally
Enabling the popularity of Fortnite is

the fact it is available on different game
consoles plus smartphones. For smart-
phones, it first launched for iPhone, then
a few weeks later on Android, the oper-
ating system used on 85 percent of
smartphones and particularly dominant
in Asia. “Android can provoke two differ-
ent effects,” said Laurent Michaud at
IDATE Digiworld, a think tank and con-
sultancy specialising in the internet,
telecommunications and media sectors.
“It can boost other platforms or create
its own proper segment, because often is
is different players who play,” he said.

China also offers enormous potential
for growth, both in terms of smartphone
players and as well as eSports, with the
Chinese giant Tencent having already
pre-registered 10 million players.
“Smartphones represent now 50 percent
of global video game revenue and China
represents half of that market,” said
Michaud. “Today the Chinese play mostly

on smartphones.” Tencent, which is a big
publisher of smartphone games as well as
being behind the WeChat messenger,
holds 40 percent of Epic Games.

Having Tencent behind it is a major
advantage for penetrating the Chinese
market. “A success in China will show
whether Fortnite will continue growing as
a game for the general public,” said Gau.
“It could also help enormously in it
developing in eSports. It could either
cause it to explode or steal its momen-
tum elsewhere-it’s a bet.”  But analysts
say Epic Games has yet to address its
major fault-that Fortnite doesn’t have
sufficient variety compared to its princi-
pal online rivals, in particular eSport stars
Dota2 and League of Legends which
regularly reinvent themselves.

Kitson at Fitch Solutions said he thinks
Fortnite is a one dimensional game, as
were some older games that were still able
to build a player community. “Fortnite is
not a commercial failure but not a long
term shot,” he told AFP. “But Epic Games
can learn a lot from it to make a better one
next time.” But even if Epic Games rushes
out a new version of Fortnite-the battle
royale version was its second-the consult-
ant Gau sees another problem: “for many
it is their a second game”.

He said analysts will be looking closely
if the sales of FIFA football and Call of
Duty first-person shooter franchises hold
up as well as in previous years, because
“that wouldn’t be a good sign for Fortnite
as players are returning to their favorite
game.” —AFP

PARIS: This file photo shows people crowding the display area for the survival
game Fortnite at the 24th Electronic Expo, or E3 2018, in Los Angeles. —AFP

The strangest gadgets at
Berlin’s IFA tech show
BERLIN:  Berlin’s IFA tech show is the largest in
Europe, and while the hype may not match its American
big brother CES, there’s no shortage of weird and won-
derful devices to reward curious visitors.

Tame luggage 
I-Porter may be the solution for those fed up with

juggling phone, passport, boarding pass and hand lug-
gage at the airport. The cabin-sized suitcase is motor-
ized and follows its human master with the aid of a laser
detection system. If you’re worried about its affections
straying, an optional Bluetooth bracelet can help avoid
mix-ups. Around 1,500 euros.

Iron chef 
German home electronics maker AEG is offering a

range of frying pans and saucepans with built-in sen-
sors. They can step in to turn down the heat quickly if it
looks like your dish risks bubbling over or browning
too close to black.

Babelfish
It’s not quite the universal translator promised by

Douglas Adams in “The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy”, but the Pocketalk makes a fair stab. Speak a
phrase into the hand-held box and it will translate into
more than 70 languages-as long as it’s connected to
Wi-Fi or the mobile network and doesn’t mishear you.

Rolling thunder
Danish high-end audio specialists Bang and Olufsen

show off a futuristic, tactile speaker, the Beosound
Edge, that can be attached to the wall or placed on a

table. To adjust the volume, just roll the almost feature-
less circular device to left or right. Touch controls
appear on the surface when the proximity sensors
detect you are close.—AFP 

BERLIN: The iporter suitcase is pictured at the booth
of BG Berlin during the IFA in Berlin. —AFP photos

BERLIN: A booth host presents the Pocketalk transla-
tor during the IFA in Berlin.

Smartphone 
slowdown tests
new leadership 
at Taiwan’s chip
champion
HSINCHU, Taiwan: In late August, the new chairman of
chip-making titan Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Co, Mark Liu, got the sort of news that
would make any boss smile: his biggest competitor
was throwing in the towel. Just under three months into
Liu’s tenure, rival GlobalFoundries had announced that
it would not compete in the latest generation of chip-
making technology. It was a reminder of just how dom-
inant TSMC has become in manufacturing chips for
other companies, a business it all but invented.

TSMC stock quickly hit an all-time high. But Liu’s
job seems likely to get tougher, not easier. In an inter-
view at the company’s newly christened Morris
Chang headquarters building, named after its founder,
Liu said global politics were his biggest worry. “The
worst you can imagine can be very bad,” Liu said,
referring to geopolitical developments such as the
US-China trade war and tensions between Taiwan
and the mainland. The thoughtful, soft-spoken engi-
neer took over from the ebullient and outspoken
Chang at a tricky time.

Emerging competition from China casts an omi-
nous shadow, and the intricate network of relation-
ships that have enabled TSMC and its brethren in the
global technology supply chain to thrive are under
threat amid the trade dispute. Worse, global smart-
phone sales have flattened. Purchases of smartphone
chips by the likes of Apple Inc and Qualcomm have
powered TSMC for a decade. But Liu remains opti-
mistic about that business.

“Smartphone units have plateaued, but the silicon
content of each smartphone on average is stil l
increasing,” he said, projecting growth in the high sin-
gle digits over the next couple of years. He said smart-
phones would continue to account for 40 percent to
50 percent of TSMC’s revenue. A slowing smartphone
market was one of the reasons the company cut rev-
enue targets this year. It also reduced capital spend-
ing for the year from $11.5 billion-$12 billion to $10
billion-$10.5 billion - a move it attributed at the time
partly to more efficient equipment delivery and cur-
rency adjustments, but which Liu acknowledged was
also influenced by softer demand.

Meanwhile, new markets such as autonomous
vehicles and the “internet of things” - interconnected
consumer and industrial devices - have been slow to
arrive. Liu chuckled as he predicted self-driving cars
would come “within our lifetime,” but said little about
when they might benefit TSMC. “The issue is that
these new areas are not going to be big enough in
the foreseeable horizon to offset the slowing growth
of smartphones,” said Mark Li, an analyst at Sanford
C Bernstein.

Liu was more optimistic about the sophisticated
chips that power data centers. The boost TSMC and
others enjoyed from the sale of such advanced proces-
sors for mining cryptocurrencies has largely dissipat-
ed, but Liu said the sector had made a lasting impact
on high-performance computing (HPC). “They have an
amazing architecture innovation and it will carry onto
other areas of HPC, including blockchain and artificial
intelligence applications,” he said. Moves by consumer
tech giants such as Google to design their own chips
could also be a boon for a company that vows to be
“everyone’s foundry.” —Reuters

SAN FRANCISCO: Amazon’s market value hit $1 tril-
lion on Tuesday, the second company after Apple to
hit the milestone, following an incredible journey for
the internet giant which has kept a long-term focus
since launching as an online bookseller two decades
ago. Early gains lifted Amazon’s value to $1 trillion
only briefly, with the final close at $2,039.51 giving it
a value of $995 billion.

Amazon’s journey from an online bookseller in a
garage to a global e-commerce powerhouse has cen-
tered on obsession with the long road. The company
initially incorporated as “Cadabra” by Jeff Bezos in
1994 and backed with money borrowed from his par-
ents joined Apple as the second US technology firm
to be valued at $1 trillion on Tuesday. Apple crossed
the trillion-dollar value threshold a month ago and
has remained above it. Amazon became the second
US company at that eye-popping value.

GlobalData Retai l  managing director Neil
Saunders called Amazon’s valuation achievement
“extraordinary” and considered it a sign of the com-
pany’s potential. “Despite its size and scale, there is
still something young about Amazon,” Saunders said.
“Amazon is really only just getting started.” Created
in a garage in a suburb of Seattle, Washington, the
company renamed “Amazon” sold its first book-Fluid
Concepts and Creative Analogies: Computer Models
of the Fundamental Mechanisms of Thought by
Douglas Hofstadter-in mid-1995.

By the end of that year, Amazon was selling books
online throughout the US. Amazon went public in early
1997. The company for more than a decade put growth
over profit, investing heavily in warehouses, distribution
networks, and data centers. “Every cent they made they
put  back in the company,” said independent technology
analyst Rob Enderle. “They kept their eye on the prize,
which was initially to take over most of commerce.”

Innovation sans scandal
Saunders said Amazon’s success comes from the

fact that it innovates unlike any other. “This heady
pace of creativity is the key reason why it stays sev-
eral steps ahead of the market and is able to generate
so much growth,” Saunders said. Bezos has kept firm
control of Amazon, steering clear of hedge fund
investors inclined to short-term tactics aimed at get-
ting share prices to jump. The founder and chief
executive also avoided scandals or other distractions,
keeping revenue and costs close enough to manage
and easing into “adjacent markets” that play into
Amazon strengths or interests, according to Enderle.

For example, Amazon’s lucrative cloud computing
business is built on technology infrastructure that the
company needed to run its own operations. Investing
in warehouses, trucking, drones, shipping and other
distribution systems not only enables Amazon to
drive down costs they position the company to com-
pete with the likes of FedEx and UPS. Buying the
Whole Foods grocery chain last year got Amazon
established real world outlets while putting its deliv-
ery and retail smarts and systems to work in the
brick-and-mortar world.

Drugs and digital ads 
Prescription medicine would be a natural market

for Amazon to expand into, according to Enderle.
Meanwhile, Amazon is reportedly beefing up its
digital advertising business to better compete in
an online ad market dominated by Google and
Facebook. In the past quarter, Amazon posted its
best-ever profit of $2.5 billion as Bezos, whose
stake in the company has made him the richest
person, highlighted the importance of digital assis-
tant Alexa that powers Amazon electronics along
with cars, appliances and other connected devices.

According to  the research f i rm eMarketer,
Amazon’s e-commerce revenue will  grow more
than 28 percent this year to reach $394 billion, and
will account for 49 percent of US online retail
sales and nearly five percent of all retail spending.
One of Amazon’s revenue drivers is its Prime sub-
scription service which offers streaming video and
music, free delivery and other perks and which has
more than 100 million members worldwide.

Arrogance trap
Some fear Amazon is becoming too dominant a

force, especially in retail, sparking antitrust dis-
cussion even as the company keeps expanding
globally and searches for a second headquarters in
North America. “It wasn’t that long ago that peo-
ple were freaking out about Walmart, and Amazon
basically stepped on Walmart,” analyst Enderle
said. “What Amazon means is disruption and peo-
ple don’t like to be disrupted.”

Critics of the company include US President
Dona ld  Trump, who has  expressed i re  a t  the
Bezos-owned Washington Post newspaper that has
published stories the president didn’t like. Bezos
bought the Washington Post five years ago for

$250 million from his personal funds. While his
skills could be advantageous in the content-orient-
ed business, getting into news comes with the risk
of displeasing politicians.

“The Post was a mistake because it results in
him going to war with people he wouldn’t other-
wise go to war with,” Enderle said. Amazon’s huge
cloud computing segment powers systems for gov-
ernment clients, and contracts could be influenced
by politics. Amazon must also guard against the
kind of arrogance that can undo companies that
come to dominate markets, according to the ana-
lyst. “If Amazon does have a downfall, it will be
arrogance in dealing with the customer,” Enderle
said. —AFP

Amazon becomes 2nd US company at eye-popping value

Amazon hits trillion-dollar milestone 
with focus on the long game

Amazon is
only just 
getting 
started

SAN FRANCISCO: In this file photo Chief Executive Officer of
Amazon, Jeff Bezos, tours the facility at the grand opening of
the AmazonSpheres, in Seattle, Washington. —AFP

After scandals, many 
Americans step 
away from Facebook
WASHINGTON: A large number of Americans are step-
ping back from Facebook in the wake of recent scandals
over the social network’s handling of private user data, a
study showed yesterday. The Pew Research Center report
found 42 percent of US Facebook users said they had
“taken a break” from the platform in the past 12 months,
and 26 percent said they had deleted the Facebook app
from their phone. Among those in the 18-29 age group,
the break with Facebook appeared more pronounced,
with 44 percent claiming to have deleted the Facebook
mobile app.

Although the survey did not indicate how many users
were quitting Facebook entirely, the findings suggest a
clouded outlook for the company which has been roiled
by news of the hijacking of private data by political firm
Cambridge Analytica and concerns of foreign influence
campaigns on the platform. “Significant shares of
Facebook users have taken steps in the past year to
reframe their relationship with the social media platform,”
researcher Andrew Perrin said in a blog post.

According to Pew’s survey, three-fourths of US
Facebook users have taken some steps to change how
they interact with Facebook, including more than half who
have changed their privacy settings. Perrin said the con-
cerns about Facebook appeared to transcend political
affiliation. “The poll found that nearly identical shares of
Democrats and Republicans (including political independ-
ents who lean toward either party) use Facebook,” he
said. “Republicans are no more likely than Democrats to
have taken a break from Facebook or deleted the app
from their phone in the past year.” —AFP


